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From the President 

Since the 2016 AGM we have had the sad passing of Brian 
Cuming. He was such a pillar of strength and recognised the 
potential of establishing the Devilbend Reserve for long term 
conservation of both fauna and flora. It was due to his foresight and 
steadfast efforts that we have the Reserve today. 

I would like to thank hardworking former members, Graeme 
Thomson (treasurer) and Kevin Street (vice president & general 
committee) who retired during the year. Their efforts over a 
number of years are greatly appreciated. We welcome and 
appreciate the valuable contribution of new members during the 
year Martin Thraves, Jill Mc Ivor, Liz Sarrailhe, Hansi Wegner and 
Jethro Sallman along with Adam Magennis. And I thank all the 
continuing committee who continue to give their time and energy. 
You are marvellous. Thanks to all the Parks Vic personnel. We 
know they work under limited funds. The rangers are all great 
people and easy to communicate with. 

I would like to mention three exciting recently started activities: 

Firstly - The New Web site under Hansi Wegner as web master. I 
hope that you take time to read it, contribute to it to assist Hansi 
and us all. 

Secondly - The second stage of the Aquatic Toxicology Study 
getting underway with Neil Hallam. With the increasing population 
explosion on the peninsula and in Melbourne’s eastern suburbs the 
increased toxicity of all our wetlands must be of concern. 

Thirdly - Is the interest shown by Tyabb Railway Primary School. 
Each year they are appointing four of their students as Devilbend 
Reserve Ambassadors. This is an exciting project to get schools 
interested in, and so valuable to get the next generations involved. 

From 2 December 2017 fishing from unpowered craft is permitted 
in a section of Devilbend Reservoir (about a quarter of the zone). 
Devilbend Reservoir’s status as an internationally recognised Key 
Biodiversity Area by BirdLife international could be under 
pressure. The conservation of the Blue-billed Duck and the other 
50 Wetland avian species is vital. 

Become a Volunteer – we would love to hear from you or your 

friends 

If you are thinking of an interesting activity where you can be of 
help to the community and where you can use your skills or 
improve them, and at the same time meet interesting people 
contact us via our volunteer page on our website and / all via our 
Facebook page, or text me on 0419384636. This applies especially 
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2017-2018 DFI Council: -  

Roger Richards (President), Annabel 
Richards (Secretary), Martin Thraves 
(Treasurer), Phil Palmer, Marnie 
Fitzsimons (FOD Co-ordinator), Quinn 
McCormack, Patrick Guay, Jamie 
Edgerton, Jill McIvor, Liz Sarrailhe, 
Jethro Sallmann, Anthony Fennell 

The following 2017-2018 member 

groups are represented on 

Committee: 

Birdlife Australia; Friends of Kangerong 
Flora Reserve; Mornington Environment 
Assn.; Natural Trust; Peninsula Field 
Naturalists Club; MP Ratepayers & 
Residents Assn; Southern Peninsula 
Indigenous Flora & Fauna Assn; Tyabb & 
District Ratepayers Assn; Westernport & 
Peninsula Protection Council 

To join the “Friends of Daangean”, 
contact Marnie Fitzsimons at 
marniefitz1@gmail.com  

SPIFFA meets 7.30pm at Seawinds Hub 
11A Allambi Ave, Rosebud, Melway 169 
K5, on the first Monday of each month 
with a speaker, & oft times plant 
identification, followed by tea and cake 
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in areas of: bird and fauna monitoring, habitat restoration, writing 
articles for social and mainstream media, taking photos, and frog 
watch monitoring, scientific research, and environmental education 
for all ages. 

Roger Richards 
President  
Devilbend Foundation Inc. 

 

 

EDITORS NOTE 

Our whiz kid Hansi Wegner has been 
slaving over the Devilbend web page. 
It’s no mean task to create something of 
this sort and then deal with mundane 
matters such as punctuation and 
spelling, plus keeping up with any name 
changes for birds & plants. It is now 
operational at: 

www.devilbendfoundation.org.au  

Have browse of the website and forward 
any ideas to improve it, if that’s 
possible! 

Not only has Hansi been creating our 
web site he’s been labouring around 
Devilbend NFR removing plant stakes 
and the accompanying plastic protectors. 

Thanks for everything Hansi. 

I would also like to thank the dedicated 
team who front up each month for 
weeding and socializing. 

I hoped to get this newsletter out earlier 
than now but several obstacles reared 
their heads, one being the NBN and 
having no phone or internet over 
intermittent periods of time. The joys of 
new technology! 

I’ve missed the wishing of a merry 
Christmas so will wish everyone a great 
New Year. 

Marnie Fitzsimons 

 

Yellow-tail Black Cockies on the shore RR 

Yellow-tail Black Cocky RR 

Annabel Banding Ruddy Turnstones RR 
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SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL 

Dear Devilbender, 

This year has seen a continuation of our efforts to retain Devilbend as a prime Conservation Area, and 
see it grow into the key Biodiversity Area that we believe is its natural place. 

Our year runs from 1st July to 30th June and thus it is time for me to ask you to re-subscribe to our 
membership list and help us to continue the work at hand.  

This year we are planning many new initiatives and your participation is valued more than ever. 

Your subscription of $20 will ensure that this is so. 

There are three ways that this subscription can be paid:- 

1/ by Bank Transfer to 

BSB 633-000 A/c No 129079448 Devilbend Foundation Inc. (please insert your surname for a 
receipt) 

2/ by cheque, payable to Devilbend Foundation Inc., mailed c/- WPPC PO Box 9 Hastings 3915 

3/ by depositing into the above account number at any Bendigo Bank Community Bank 

Please also note that the DFI Trust is registered for tax deductibility should you wish to add a 
donation to your subscription. Any donation over $2.00 is tax deductible.  [A tax deductible donation 
to our Trust should go to a different account: insert a reference to the donation form at the bottom of 
this newsletter] 

Yours Sincerely 

Roger Richards. 

President 

FRIENDS of DAANGEAN (FoD) 

August, September, October November December Activities 

August 26th was the annual community weeding day on Devilbend’s Daangean Point. The targeted 
species were Boneseed (Chrysanthemoides monilifera), a native of South Africa; Sallow Wattle 
(Acacia longifolia), native to NSW; Tree Lucerne (Chamaecytisus palmensis), native to the Canary 
Islands and the old foe Pittosporum (Pittosporum undulatum), native to E. Victoria, Q’land and 

NSW. 

Fourteen volunteers represented by FoD, Australian Plant Soc.-Mornington branch, Mornington Fly-
fishers, and Park’s ranger Sam Pollard, laboured for around 
three hours in thick scrub not previously weeded. Many of the 
trees had grown to chainsaw size and were left for ParksVic 
operators. 

August 16th was the monthly Waterwatch day. The water 
level was up in both reservoirs and Devilbend Ck was 
flowing well into the catch drain at a proposed Dwarf Galaxia 
refuge pond site. The day was windy and the Coots were low 
in the water at both water bodies. A Grey Currawong flew 
over us at Bittern Reservoir, and a flock of Yellow-tailed 
Cockies were busy in the Devilbend pine trees. Wattle 
perfume wafting about hinted spring. September 20th was an 
interesting Waterwatch day with us accompanying three 
representatives from Melbourne Water one from ParksVic, 

FOUNDATION NEWS 

 

Mr Joe Blake MF 
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and an observer to the proposed Dwarf Galaxia refuge pond sites. The Waterwatch team will monitor 
the ponds (when established) on Waterwatch days, as well as doing the usual water testing.  

We finished late this day due to the extra-curricular activity, and at Bittern the testing site was 
relocated due to the proximity of a slitherer of the copperhead reptilian variety warming in the sun. 

September 30th was the annual planting day that was re-scheduled from July due to an inclement 
weather forecast. Planting took place in a bare paddock on Derril Rd Tuerong, where 22 volunteers 
dug holes and planted 1300 native grasses and 
shrubs in a matter of two to three hours. A job 
well done; now all that remains is to watch 
them grow into a new bush patch.  

October 21st was the FoD weeding day. It was 
brought forward a week due to absenteeism on 
the usual day. It was a bit of a stop-start 
morning, with it looking as though only two of 
us would be on the job. The pin was nearly 
pulled when three more arrived, along with two 
ParksVic rangers, so it became a productive 
day. 

ParkConnect is a new portal for the public to 

enlist as a volunteer at any park in which they 
are interested, or live near to. Go to the 
ParksVic website for information. 

November 18th was the final FoD weeding day for 2017. Seven bush maintenance crew put in a good 
two hours work on what was damp day. A man called in to report two wandering dogs on the Hodgins 
Rd causeway and it was initially thought he was going to be a new team member, but alas he didn’t 
stay. Work will resume in February 2018, weather permitting, otherwise it will be March 31st 2018. 

November 25th was the Devilbend Foundation 
Inc. AGM at the Devilbend picnic ground. A 
bird walk at 8.30am got the ball rolling. 
Georgia Kerr and Adam Magennis were the 
keynote speakers. 

On December 5th Hansi and I went frog 
watching/listening at Devilbend around the 
catch drain and the Waterwatch site 2 on Derril 
Rd. The frogs were vocal, which was critical as 
four ambassadors from Tyabb Railway 
Primary School came to record their first frog 
census. It was an impressive exercise as they 
were accompanied by their teaching aid, 
Geordie Male, and Gary Sissons, photographer 
with The News. Sam Pollard gave a run down 
on Devilbend, presented a map of the dam area 

to everyone, and told us where to find hatched turtle eggs. The News published an article and photo in 
their three distribution areas. Unfortunately, Gary wasn’t credited with the photo. 

Marnie Fitzsimons 

VOLUNTEER WATER-QUALITY SURVEYING 

The Waterwatch team continues to do their monthly testing for water quality at both Devilbend and 
Bittern Reservoirs. The water quality continues to be good with only small variations depending on 
time of year and weather conditions. If it is windy or we have had heavy rainfall the water can 
become turbid, or not clear. The water birds, frogs, water bugs and plant life appear to be thriving in 
the good water. The water levels in both reservoirs have risen significantly over the last couple of 
months making it easier to get water samples without sinking in the mud. 

The wonderful planting team MF 

Tyabb Railway PS Ambassadors MF 
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There have been some changes to two of our 
sites; firstly the catch drain at Devilbend 
Creek outlet has been dammed and a pipe 
installed through the catch drain embankment 
to allow water to flow through the 
undergrowth and eventually into the reservoir 
to help maintain the water level over the dryer 
months.  

We have already seen an increase in the water 
level. Previously, the catch drain was dry for 
most of the year so it was not necessary to test 
at the creek site, however, now we will have a 
pleasant hike to the site every month to monitor 
for changes which may occur. Also, because 

now there is more water in the catch drain, and 
for longer, it improves the habitat within. 

Melbourne Water and Parks Victoria plan to dig three refuge ponds along the catch drain to help the 
dwarf galaxias survive the drier months. The refuge ponds will require monitoring for depth, water 
quality and possibly temperature, on a fortnightly basis. The ponds will be topped up if necessary. 

Another big change is the introduction of non-powered watercraft such as canoes, so the fisher people 
have better access, and the creation of two dedicated launching areas, complete with seating. While I 
don’t think this will have an adverse effect on water quality, the oars and paddles on the canoes will 
disturb and damage some of the plant life in the fishing areas and probably build up at the edge of the 
water. And, as we have experienced in the past, especially during the warmer months, with more 
people and activities comes more discarded rubbish.  
Cheers 

Graham White 

I missed a couple of Waterwatch sessions due to 
other commitments; however, I attended in 
December. Site 1 at the fishing platforms a lone 
kayaker was out on the water (does he carry an 
ashtray?), and possibly due to his presence there 
was a notable absence of water-birds.  I 

Coots and swans were about their business on 
Bittern Reservoir, though I wasn’t sure if their 
numbers were greater than usual. 

Along the catch drain to site 4 at Devilbend Ck 
Wallaby, Kangaroo and Spear grass was heavy 

with seed. The catch drain water level was still 
high although the creek had stopped flowing. 

The water quality was good as per normal although turbidity was higher at Devilbend Ck site 4. 

Marnie Fitzsimons 

 

Prickly ti-tree in blossom Site 2 GW 

New catch drain diversion setup GW 

A well-equipped hopeful angler MF 
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MACRO-INVERTEBRATES WATERWATCH 

Generally we survey the macroinvertebrates at DNFR twice a year, in the autumn and spring. 
However, we did not undertake an autumn Waterbug survey this year because of adverse weather 
conditions (surveys are best done a few days after rain), and our early departure from the area to 
attend to other commitments. 

This highlights the need for others to be involved in this program. 

Since the broaching of the catch drain and the difficulty of gathering a sample at another of our sites, 
we now survey at two sites only: at Devilbend Reservoir near the fishing platform and at Bittern 
Reservoir at the eastern end of the dam wall. 

The spring macroinvertebrate survey at 
Devilbend was conducted in early November. 
We used the Waterwatch method rather than the 
ALT (Agreed Level of Taxonomy) method, 
because the Signal scores of the ALT method 
were developed on “normal stream and rivers” 
and do not work as well for freshwater habitats 
such as wetlands or lakes, that is, they result in a 
poorer water quality rating. 

The water at both our sites was clear and using 
the Waterwatch method, the water quality in 
both reservoirs was shown to be “good”. 
Unusual findings included 1 red shrimp at each 
site. These were found together with other 

normal glass shrimps Paratya australiensis.  

We also found a fish at Bittern which was 
thought to be a Redfin and our most exciting 
find was an Oecetis (log cabin caddis larva) 
which uses lengths of water milfoil to build its 
case….quite remarkable and the first we’ve 
seen. 

We had a very interesting conversation with 
Richard Akers of Melbourne Water about the 
usefulness of undertaking MI surveys at 
DNFR.  

What is the question we are trying to answer 
with our surveys? 

I had to admit that although it is great fun, I’m 
not sure of the question? Can anyone help? 

Maybe we don’t need more volunteers 
because we don’t need to be doing the 
surveys at all? 

Adrienne Smith 

 

Images by Adie 
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DEVILBEND RESERVE – RANGER’S UPDATE 

December 2017 

Gearing up for summer the parks’ staff have focused on monitoring and removing Disa bracteata 
(South African weed orchid) from two sites around Devilbend; the first being below the picnic ground 
and the other along the shoreline just off Hodgins Road. Unfortunately, this year we found a new site 
containing approximately 1000 plants along the catch drain in the north section of Devilbend. The 
catch drain is managed by Melbourne Water, and although we managed to spray the site Melbourne 
Water contractors slashed the area two days later. Hopefully next year we will co-ordinate it better. 

I worked hard updating the spatial map for Devilbend, and rolling out new directional and advisory 
signage around Daangean Point for the opening of non-powered watercraft to the reservoir, which 
occurred on the 2nd December. New maps, the Devilbend NFR visitor guide and non-powered 
watercraft fact sheet can be sourced by visiting http://parkweb.vic.gov.au. 

 

 
Completed launch site down the Western Shoreline Track SP 

PARKS VIC NEWS 
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Completed launch site down the Western Shoreline Track SP 

Correction Victoria have been working cutting out sallow wattle and other woody weeds below the 
Devilbend picnic ground in the conservation area. 

In November Chisholm TAFE environment students, as part of their studies, visited the woodland 
block off Derril Road where they assisted in cutting out Sweet Pittosporum. 

Our new Centrelink volunteer individual Terry 
Mason has been making huge efforts around 
Devilbend NFR focusing on litter pick up and 
graffiti removal on signs. As non-powered 
watercraft have access to the reservoir within the 
designated zones, Terry got onto the water in his 
kayak and collected rubbish around the bottom of 
the quarry. 

Future projects due to start in January 2018 are: 
Melbourne Water proposing to construct four 
drought refuge pools around summer time for the 
Dwarf Galaxias. The pools will be situated within 
the catch drain at the back of Bittern Reservoir. The 
fishing pontoon will be extended another 36m to 
allow for better access past the water weeds and 
into deeper waters. 

Weed of the Month – Blackberry 

Blackberry is a perennial, semi-deciduous, prickly, 
scrambling invasive plant. It is a semi-prostrate to 
almost-erect shrub, with arching and entangling 
stems arising from a woody crown and forms 
thickets up to several metres high. The root/crown 

system is the only perennial part of the plant. 

Sam Pollard 

Ranger Northern Peninsula Parks & Reserves 

 

 

Terry's craft SP 
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December Update from Jacqui Salter, Landcare Facilitator for Mornington Peninsula Landcare 

Network and Project Coordinator for the MPLN’s ‘Greens Bush to Arthurs Seat Biolink’. 

What a year it has been for Landcare on the Mornington Peninsula! The Mornington Peninsula 
Landcare Network (MPLN) received $300,000 from the Victorian State Government’s ‘Our 
Catchments, Our Communities’ initiative (via the Port Phillip and Western Port Catchment 
Management Authority - PPWCMA) for our ‘Greens Bush to Arthurs Seat Biolink’ project. 
Michele Sabto and Virginia Carter continued to roll out our biolink planning project, ‘Linking the 
Mornington Peninsula Landscape’ in the Red Hill South and Dunns Creek Landcare areas. We’ve 
received a $10,000 ‘Ripe for Change’ grant to complement the ‘Grazefert’ soil fertility project we 
are running in the Moorooduc Plains region with the PPWCMA, MP Shire and Agriculture 
Victoria and $10,000 from ESSO for a trailer with equipment. 

 

Above: Greg Bekker from Agriculture Victoria discussing soil traits at a ‘Visual Soil 

Assessment’ day run by PPWCMA in conjunction with Ag Vic, MP Shire and MPLN 

This year, I’ve focused on assisting two of our Landcare groups in their renewal process - Balcombe 
Moorooduc Landcare Group and the Mornington Peninsula Equine Landcare Group. If you are keen 
to be part of the MP Equine Landcare Group, they’re having a meeting 10am Tues 9th January at 65 
Greens Rd, Main Ridge. 

LINKING THE MORNINGTON PENINSULA LANDSCAPE 

PROJECT 
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Above: Balcombe Moorooduc Landcare Group AGM November 2017 

I’ve been working on another mail out of the “Small Rural Property Guide” to all residents who have 
purchased properties greater than 20 acres on the Mornington Peninsula in the past two years. David 
Maddocks is working with volunteer Jethro Sallmann to finalise the MPLN’s much anticipated “Weed 
Calendar” – big thanks to Jethro! 

I’ve also enjoyed assisting groups with their grant applications. Congratulations to Southwest 
Mornington Peninsula Landcare Group for receiving $30,000 from the PPWCMA for their project 
“Re-establishing significant roadside vegetation near Peninsula Gardens Bushland Reserve” and 
Manton & Stony Creeks Landcare Group for receiving funds for their ‘Punty Lane Biolink’ through 
the Melbourne Water Community Grant. 

Finally, we are working on raising the profile of MPLN and Landcare on the Peninsula in 2018, 
through the development of a website and planning a grant application for Landcare signage across 
the peninsula 

The GB2AS project is now well underway.  Some figures on the project to date: 

• 22 properties now part of the biolink project 

• Volunteer from Sporting Shooters Association is controlling foxes and rabbits 

• Winter and spring bird surveys undertaken by the Mornington Peninsula branch of BirdLife 
Australia 

• Drone flights conducted on 6 selected properties by volunteer & GB2AS landholder Ian Paterson 

• Weeding begun on 10 properties so far 

• Indigenous plants ordered for next year. Local schools and cub/scout groups are invited to book 
in for tree planting days 

Interestingly, Scarlet Honeyeaters (Myzomela 

sanguinolenta) were spotted on many of the 

participating properties in July 2017. This species 

usually does not venture further south than 

Mallacoota but appears to have been driven south by 

the dry conditions up north. The recent ‘Birds in 

Backyards’ survey by Birdlife Australia found a 

marked upsurge in sightings of these visitors, which 

are now common throughout Melbourne and down 

into the Peninsula. 
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I wish you all a very safe and happy Festive Season. 

Jacqui Salter, Landcare Facilitator 
 

 

 

Disclaimer: The views expressed in here do not necessarily reflect those of the editor or DFI 

SMUGGLING OF AUSTRALIAN FAUNA 

There has always been a high overseas demand for Australian fauna especially our parrots, cockatoos 
and reptiles. The export of Australian fauna has generally been restricted to recognized A class zoos 
and I believe that this policy still applies. With the improvement in air transport after World War 2 it 
became feasible to smuggle birds and reptiles on board aircraft and get them to their foreign 
destinations in a more or less live condition. The fauna were secreted in luggage, mostly hand 
luggage, or hidden in the clothing of the smuggler and mortality rates were high. However, the high 
price our birds and reptiles fetched in foreign countries provided an added incentive to those involved 
in this illegal trade. 

Smuggling of Australian fauna received a lot of public attention from about the 1960s onwards and 
this prompted the Commonwealth Government to appoint dedicated customs officers to work on the 
problem. The then Victorian Fisheries and Wildlife Department worked closely with Customs, 
sharing intelligence and raiding premises holding protected wildlife. 

Victorian wildlife authorities were not only concerned with smuggling our fauna overseas but had the 
added problem of protected wildlife, mostly birds, being transported into the state from other 
Australian states, in particular from Queensland. Wildlife protection in Queensland in the 1970s did 
not receive a lot of support from the Government of the day, in fact at that time there was only one 
wildlife enforcement officer for the entire region of southeast Queensland .It’s difficult to believe in 
this day and age that up until quite recent times the Queensland Government had an annual netting 
season for indigenous finches in order to satisfy the aviculture trade. Western Australia had a similar 
arrangement. 

Victorian wildlife officers regularly intercepted consignments of protected wildlife entering the state 
from Queensland: cockatiels, finches, Major Mitchell cockatoos, and a variety of parrots. In one 
instance a koala was seized. On another occasion a trailer load of Queensland birds was intercepted 
crossing the Murray River into Victoria. It was an extremely hot day and the birds were in obvious 
distress so the Victorian officer took the humane decision to release the birds on the spot. The 
transport of birds interstate also involved a degree of cruelty and I recall seeing four Major Mitchell 
cockatoos from Queensland stuffed into a tea chest with a piece if wire netting over the opening. 

Fauna smuggling took many forms including using the mail to post reptiles overseas; collecting the 
eggs of protected birds for export, and transport of wildlife by sea was not unknown. In the late 1960s, 
acting on a tip off from Customs, wildlife officers boarded a Dutch ship docked at Port Melbourne 
and interviewed the captain. Adjacent to the captain`s cabin there was an aviary set up to resemble a 
desert environment with sand, rocks and tree branches and in this aviary was a sizeable collection of 
Gouldian finches. The birds were seized much to the chagrin of the captain as these finches would 
have sold for a very high price back in Holland. 

You don’t hear much about fauna smuggling these days. I hope this reflects an easing of the practice 
and not an easing of adequate enforcement activity. 

Kevin Street 

BIG RED THE BOXING KANGAROO 

One afternoon I got a phone call to say that there was a kangaroo wandering in the main street of 
Bairnsdale in front of the shops. I was surprised when I arrived on the scene to find that it was a fully 
grown male red kangaroo obviously a species not Indigenous to Gippsland. It turned out that a seedy 
travelling circus had arrived in the town that morning and the kangaroo had escaped from its 

OPINIONS & OTHER COMMENTS CORNER 
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temporary enclosure. The kangaroo was billed as BIG RED THE BOXING KANGAROO and was part 
of an act with the circus clown. 

While I was deliberating on how to catch the animal it decided to dart across the highway and was 
immediately hit by a passing car and suffered a broken leg .With the assistance of a bystander I 
managed to carry the kangaroo into a nearby service station where I put the animal down. 

The unfortunate death of the kangaroo upset me and after finding out where it came from I rang the 
circus manager to inform him of the situation and castigate him at the same time. I firmly believe that 
using animals, particularly native animals, in a circus act is a form of animal cruelty. A voice on the 
phone announced that he was a part owner of the circus and asked was I after tickets for the show. 
“No”, I said, “scrub the kangaroo act, because it just died”. 

Kevin Street 

Atlas of Living Australia 

Atlas of Living Australia, with project partners Department of Environment & Energy (specifically 
the Australian Biological Resources Study, http://www.environment.gov.au/science/abrs) (ABRS), 
the Council of Heads of Australian Herbaria (http://www.chah.gov.au/) (CHAH), and the ALA as part 
of the Systematics 2017 conference at The University of Adelaide launched Flora of Australia on 
November 27, 2017. 

The new digital platform Flora of Australia http://www.ausflora.org.au provides up-to-date 
authoritative information on the names, characteristics and habitat of Australian plants. 

The article is too long to include in the newsletter, so I’ve provided a mere smidgin. 

Marnie Fitzsimons 

Don’t forget to use your Ritchie’s Card at Ritchie’s supermarkets, liquor stores & petrol stations – 
earn funds for Devilbend Foundation. Even if you haven’t have got a card, you can ask for one at the 
checkout, or merely give Devilbend Foundation’s name. Help us earn from your purchases!
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DONATION TO DEVILBEND FOUNDATION Inc.DONATION TO DEVILBEND FOUNDATION Inc.DONATION TO DEVILBEND FOUNDATION Inc.DONATION TO DEVILBEND FOUNDATION Inc.    

WE ARE A TAX-DEDUCTIBLE ORGANISATION! HELP US TO RAISE FUNDS TO MAKE DEVILBEND 
A WORLD CLASS CONSERVATION RESERVE! 

All donations over $2 can be claimed by donors as tax-deductible, so do help us raise funds & benefit 
yourself as this financial year comes to a close through our Devilbend Conservation Reserve Trust 
Fund as we are listed on the Register of Environmental Organisations under Section 6.1.1 sub-section 
30-55 (1) of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997. 

Yes I would like to donate $................... to the Devilbend Conservation Reserve Trust Fund 

[ ] I attach a cheque, or postal order addressed to:  

Westernport and Peninsula Protection Council 
Attention: Devilbend Foundation Inc. 
PO Box 9 
Hastings 
Vic 3915 

[ ] I will use the Foundation’s Bendigo Bank, Mornington: BSB 633 000, ‘Devilbend 
Conservation Reserve Trust Fund Account’ number 130522204 & let you know that I donated 
to this account direct (Ring DFI Acting Treasurer Annabel Richards on 5983 1294). 

Name………………………………………………………….Signed………………………… 

Address………………………………………………………………………………..Date…… 

“STRATESTRATESTRATESTRATEGIC PLANNING APPROACHGIC PLANNING APPROACHGIC PLANNING APPROACHGIC PLANNING APPROACH” BOOKLET 

Please send me a copy of the Foundation’s 20-page coloured publication ‘Devilbend Reserve 

– A Strategic Planning Approach’. Post form to Westernport and Peninsula Protection 
Council 
Attention: Devilbend Foundation Inc. 
PO Box 9 
Hastings 
Vic 3915 (or request copies from Jamie Edgerton 5978 8021 or jedgertonoz@gmail.com) 

Name…………………………………………………………..…..Phone…………………… 

Email………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

FRIENDS OF DAANGEAN VOLUNTEERSFRIENDS OF DAANGEAN VOLUNTEERSFRIENDS OF DAANGEAN VOLUNTEERSFRIENDS OF DAANGEAN VOLUNTEERS    

I’m interested in being a Devilbend Foundation supporter as a volunteer in the Friends of 
Daangean. Please keep me in touch & note my name & contact details here.  

Please contact Marnie Fitzsimons on 5981 2483 or marniefitz1@gmail.com or post this to 

PO Box 9 Hastings 3915 

Name………………………………………………………………………….. (Please print) 

Phone……………………………………Mobile……………………………………………… 

Email……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

My special interest in Devilbend Reserve is…………………………………………………… 
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Signed…………………………………………………..Date……………. 

 

PO Box 9, Hastings 3915 

GROUP MEMBERSHIP INVOICE 2016-17 

Group ……………………………………………………………………………. 

Address: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Email address for 

contact………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Membership fee: Full Group Membership $40 for large groups, $20 smaller. 

Please make cheques to Devilbend Foundation Inc., & post to: 

Westernport and Peninsula Protection Council 
Attention: Devilbend Foundation Inc. 
PO Box 9 
Hastings 
Vic 3915 or bring cheque or cash to the AGM. 

Donation: $----- [Donations made to the Devilbend Conservation Reserve Trust Fund are tax 

deductible.] 

 


